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Puisque cette periode est precisement celle d'une crise aigue de la verrerie 
polonaise, on :st porte a cr.oi~e que le nombre a~cru de verres en question prove
nant de cette epoque est du a ce que la productIOn des verres plus raffines etait 
alor~ !imi~e~. Au ~VI~le siecle, au contraire, le, nombre de verres simples et de 
qualIte medIOcre dlmtnue constamment, malgre le renouveau de 1'industrie du 
verre et malgre 1'apparition du troisieme groupe de verres en forme de cloche 
Ce phenomene pouvait etre lie a 1'apparition sur le marche polonais d'une fmt~ 
quantite de verres tout a fait nouveaux, varies, bon marche, faciles a fabriquer 
a savoir de verres sans jambe qui ont pris la place des verres en forme de cloch~ 
de l' epoque precedente. 
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WHAT WE KNOW AND DO NOT KNOW 
ABOUT PAPERWEIGHTS 

by 

Paul HOLLISTER 

The basic in redient, the initial unit, the lowest common deminator of the 
mid-nineteenth century g lass paperweight is the cylindrical clear or colored glass 
rod. With the exceptions of colmed casings or overlays for covering the domes 
of weights or forming the interior grounds, and of such inclusions of foreign 
matter as sulphides (also called crystallo-ceramie) and enamelled gold seen in 
a comparatively small number of weights, everything that forms the internal 
designs of these beautiful objects is based upon combinations of the colmed 
and clear glass rod . 

For paperweights glass rods are the equivalent of the glass bricks of very 
ancient glassmaking times. These rods are the basic units for the three techniques 
by which paperweight designs are produced. These three techniques are the 
millefiori cane technique, the filigree cane technique, and lampwork. 

A millefiori cane can be a single or compound rod or bundle or rods like 
a fasces. A millefiori cane cane be made by simply fusing together a bundle of 
clear and colored rods and coating the whole assembly with clear glass. Or it 
can be made from a series of gathers of clear glass taken from the furnace on 
the end of the pontil rod and, similarly, from pots of colored glass, with each 
successive gather impressed in a mold with a vertically patterned interior which 
imparts the design along the length of the developing glass cane. After with
drawal from the mold each successive stage of the cane building is usually 
marvered to true up the design and is often coated with a thin layer of clear 
glass before another color layer is applied - to seal in what is already there. 
In the very complex millefiori canes of 19th century paperweight making 
bundles of already made and cooled canes were tied together - perhaps with 
copp~r or other wire - heated, and then dipped into a coating of clear glass 
to btnd the assembly into one large cane called a florette . The design of a 
millefiori cane can be seen only at each end of the cylindrical cane, since the 
long~tudinal pattern imparted by the molds runs lengthwise, While still in a 
plast~c condition the large, cylindrical cane, already attached to the end of one 
pontll rod, is now attached at the other end to another pontil rod and stretched 
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out by two men backing away from one another, until the design is reduced to 
pencil thickness, or indeed the cane can be drawn out until the design is as thin 
as a pin (Fig. 1) . As It stretches the cane cools rapidly; and Dwight Lanmon 
has suggested that the pulling may actually streng~hen the glass by removing 
the unequal cooling strains that require most glass to be annealed. Canes are 
not annealed but laid down on a track or on the floor and broken into foot 
long segments by tapping them with the thicker, unusable end of the cane still 
attached to t.he pontil rod: T~ese lengths are eventually cut with a file or any 
handy tool Into many thIn slIces across the length, ' as one slices a carrot or 
cucumber, each slice revealing the identical and hopefully perfectly round and 
symmetrical design. 

desoends from hie elevation; th~ drawing now begiD&-each 
. workIDan oon8tantly receding from the other: at tlrst, the sus
pended 61Ms between the ""o r008 assumes (:a.t a red heat) 
the form of a par&bola, P; bn~ill8 'the ten,sion proceeds, the 

IVGumen are continually rotating. Some parts' are coQled by 
fanDing with the hat or an attendant boy, to ensure uniform 
elongation, till the cane or tube is drawn to a length, 8 me

times of from sixty to seventy feet: as the metal oools" the 
IDbe ceases to rotate, and it as~m()$. by continued tension, 
nearly a straight liD!!. 0; except at ~be extrclllco ends, it is 

Fig. 1 

Mill.efiori cane technique was one the Romans learned from the Egyptians 
and carned one step further. Whereas the Egyptians had used millefiori as 
deco~atlOn on flat surfaces, the Romans incorporated them into the molded glass 
matnx of curved vessels. 
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Renaissance revival of millefiori technique in Murano~ Venice has been tied 
in the past to the open-en~ed ?bservation. made abo~t. 1495 by Sabellico, the 
librarian of St. Marks and h.lstonan of Veru~e :-ho, wntIn-? of the. glass industry 

Murano said, «But conSider to whom did It occur to Include In a little ball 
~~ the sorts of flowers which clothe the meadows in Spri?-g ». Sabellic~ did not 

the word millefiori (or thousand flowers), and the fast usage of It I have 
~~:n able to find is that by Heinrich von Minutoli in his treatise of 1836, « The 
Manttfacttl1·e and Uses of Colored Glass in Olden Times ». 

Luigi Zecchin has brought to light an inventory .of the Giovanni Barovier 
fac tory made in 1496 (Corning Journa! of Glass. S.tud';s, Vol. ::e, pp .. 105-109) 
in which dagger handles and other objects contaInIng rosettes are lIs~ed ; a.nd 
and Zecchin proposes that Barovier's sister Rosa operated a workshop In wh1Ch 
calored canes were produced which were to be made up into these ' rosettes '. 
But the word in the inventory of 1496 is ' rosettes' not millefiori. 

Renaissance millefiori may have been an outgrowth of Murano-Venetian 
trade bead production - at least the cane slices in .blow.n examples resemble 
chevron beads minus the holes. And there were dunng Sixteenth, seventeenth, 
and eighteenth centuries glass spheres like Sabellico's little ball, that contained 
millefiori cane slices and also lengths of filigree twist. These spheres were 
sometimes cracked off the pontil rod and left solid - like some in the British 
Museum and at Schloss Kopenick - or drilled through for use as ornaments, 
like two at Veste Coburg and one at Frankfurt-am-Main. And there were also 
columns of millefiori glass about copper cores that showed the same random 
millefiori and filigree canes and twists . Millefiori and filigree also appe~red 
together in such small luxury items as the glass handles of steel-bladed kruves; 
and in 1709 King Frederick the Fourth of Denmark brought back to Copenhagen; 
along with his other elaborate Venetian glass, glass knives, forks, and spoons 
entirely of filigree. Useless but decorative. 

Like millefiori, the filigree cane also had an early ongIn, as, fo~ example 
the well-known pierced black rod with opaque white spiral band datIng. about 
the middle 13th century B.C. from Choga-Zanbil (Ray W . Smith, « Glass In The 
A ncient W odd », Fig. 47). This sort of rope twist was similar in appearance 
a~d perhaps in its simple construction to the rims of Roman millefio~i bowls. 
Like the Italian filigree of the sixteenth century and like the stems of eighteenth 
century English Drinking glasses, the filigree twists seen in paperweight grounds 
and torsades are much more complicated and were made upright in molds . bef~re 
twisting, like the millefiori canes already referred to (Fig. 2). And ~~i1e I ~ 
at it, I might make the observation that, looked at horizontally, the filIgree In 
the old Murano spheres and the columns, except for a few twisted ribbons 
I've seen, spirals or slants to the left, as it does in nineteenth century B~ccarat 
paperweights. In St. Louis and Clichy paperweights the filigree spirals (Fig. 3) 
or slants to the right. 
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• "Cane" invariably mcnns lI.solid stick of Glass -, ad" 
11 tube," hIlUIlW. 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

The third design ingredient of paperweights is lampwork, that is the use 
of clear and colored glass rods at the fl ame of a burner or torch by which flora 
fauna, and figures are composed by hand. A blowpipe dated 1689 was operat cl 
by a foot treadle and bellows (Fig. 4) . Exquisite examples of lampwork su~h 
as the 18th century shadow box scenes from N evers surpass in fineness any 
lampwork seen in paperweights. 

So, the millefiori, the f iligree, and the lampwork techniques come together 
III nineteen th century glass paperweights. 

The real m.illefiori- f iligree momentum gathered during the ' curiosity' and 
antiquity-loving 18th century. « I am especially pleased with a little ball of pale 
yellow glass », writes the Abbe Berthelemy to the Comte de Caylus in 1756, 
« with clusters of white enamel ranged perpendicularly around the circumference ». 
There is a similar one at K6penick. In that same year 1756 Caylus himself was 
embarking on his seven volume Recollections of Antiquity, in which he described 
the mosaic-millefiori process with surprising insight and plausibility. 

Fig. 4 
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By 1786 in Braunschweig, Germany Briickmann produced a formula for 
making millefiori. By the early 1800's excavations in and around Rome stimulated 
interest in ancient glass and Roman millefiori bowls were probably being copie·d. 
In 1833 Dr. W.E. Fiiss succeeded in making millefiori at the Hoffningstal works 
in Silesia. Things were moving fast now. In 1836 Minutoli 's book appeared 
giving chemical formulas for ancient glass. A recipe book belonging to F. Eger: 
mann and dated 20 October, 1837 gave various color combinations for mosaic 
and millefiori glass . It was found at the Zenker works in the Antoniwald. 
In 1842 Or. Fiiss again exhibited his millefiori in Mainz. And millefiori produc
tion continued for the next decade in the Silesian workshop of Franz Po hI (1). Revi 
says that by 1844 both the Karlsthal and Josephine works were listing millefiori 
in their catalouges (2). 

. But something was needed to transform the old Venetian Ball into a paper
weIght, to turn the Venetian pumpkin into Cinderella's golden coach. What 
happened? Where did it happen? When did it happen ? 

What happened is easy to answer. First, the old Venetian Ball - which 
incidentally, was called that in 1849 by the well known practical glassmake; 
and serious student of ancient glass Apsley Pellatt ; who even illustrated one in 
~is Curiosities of Glass-making (Plate 6, Fig. 1) - the old Venetian Ball got 
ItS. base ground. off flat, which removed the pontil mark and prevented the 
o?Ject from rollmg. Apsley Pellatt, perhaps because he was so obsessed with 
hIS own process for cameo incrustation patented Dec. 18, 1819, described the 
Venetian Ball as having been made in a somewhat similar way to his incrustations, 
that is by filling a hollow glass envelope with millefiori cane slices and then 
sealing it by sucking out the air e ) . While such a process could conceivably 
have been used to make a tazza, it bears no relationship that I can imagine to 
the ~olid Venetian ball or the later Venetian paperweight which was, after all, 
nothmg but an aspic of canes and filigree in a solid matrix of glass. And 
pretty poor glass at that. Even as late as December 14, 1867, the Scientific 
American was still describing it this way. «Many of the ornamented objects 
made in Venice have been lately reproduced; that knowp. as the Venetian Ball, 
so p~p~lar now for use as paperweight, being an instan2e. They are made by 
c:ombmmg piec~s of colored glass to imitate flowers, etc., and introducing these 
mto globes whIch are compressed or flattened upon the designs by the blower 
drawing in his breath and thus exhausting the air from the interior. The lens 
form of the envelope has the effect of magnifying the ornamental objects.» 
Most unlikely. 
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(1) Gustav E. PAZAUREK, Gliiser del' Empil'e und Biedel'meierzeit, pp. 289, 290. 
('2) A.c : ~E.VI, Spinning Wheel Magtlzine, Jan. 1958. 
(3) CU1'10stttes of Glass-Making, p. 110. 

The interesting thing here is mention of .the magnifying l~n~ of the envelope, 
't was the realization of the potential of the magnIfymg SOLID (not 

because I . h d I 
hollow) glass dome over a deSIgn t a~ w

h 
as Thset Vown . ow n~adr th~ base that 

d the truncated ball into a paperwelg t. e enetlans tne vanous shapes 
turae f them : a domed cylinder and a tapered cube from the Applewhaite
Ab~~ ~ollection are illustrated by Thorpe (Antiques Magazine, May 1931). 

o Bigaglia developed a bullet-shaped weight, but the designs of all the 
Later, d h ' . tIt d d . V t' n weights were scramble , or w at IS appropna e y erme mace OIne, 

ene lll~mell and the canes and filigree are always close to the surface, with no 
or pe , . h . h 
magnification possible. Venetian paper,:",elg ts 1 werlle thProto-paperwelg tl~' some-
thing like Cro-Magnon Man. And yet, m ne~r y a e contemporary Itera~e 

d therefore obviously in most of the hterature that followed - Venice 
- an I h' h was always given as the cradle of paperweights, a ways except were It s ares 

that honor with Bohemia. 

I find the conclusion inescapable that the flat-bottomed Venetian Ball is 
not a paperweight in the classic sense of a design see~ mysteriou~ly throu~h a 
magnifying dome. And yet these gen~raIlr i~ept lookmg concoctIOns contm~e 
to be described, even today, as the msplratlOn for the great Frenct: classIC 
paperweight making period of 1845 to 185? WHY? Bec~~e I~ 184':; 
Eugene Peligot, a professor at the ConservatOlre . ~es Arts e~ .1;fetlers m P~ns 
was sent by the Paris Chamber of Commerce to VISI.t the ExhIbItIon of Austr~an 
Industry in Vienna and there he saw the paperw~lghts made .by the Venet~an 
Pietro Bigaglia, who was famous for, among other thmgs, th~ reVIval of. aventunne 
or gold stone with which his weights are filled. 1845 IS the earltest known 
date to appear in any paperweight from anywhere. 

So Peligot returns to Paris and spreads the good wo~d and prest.o! Almost 
overnight French paperweights appear from the St. LoUIS facto~y With ela?orate 
designs beneath a magnifying dome of lead crystal and enclosmg neatly m the 
outer ring of canes the initials SL and the date 1845. And ~ot only from 
St. Louis . A highly sophisticated sophisticated. pedestal pape~elg?t from the 
Clichy factory, which, as far as anyone knows, did not date theIr weights: sho,:",s, 
on the underside of the ormolu mount over the basal flange, stamped « 1 Escalter 
de Cristal 1845 ». This was a famous novelty shop that specialized in glass. 
So Clichy 'too appears to be turning out very complicated ~llefi~ri work in 1845, 
the same year the Italian inspiration was supposedly fmt dIscovered by the 
French in Vienna. I simply dont't believe it. It must have taken the French 
a good two or three years of experimentation before 1845 to have .reached 
technical heights far beyond anything achieved in paperweights in Venice. 

As they say about wines, 1~45 was a good year. Paz.aurek places F~ied~ic~ 
Egermann's paperweight productIOn ~s .early as 184?, n?tmg .that the Ill1~leflOn 
was often combined with enamel pamtmg and foreign mcluslons. And Just to 
show you that Bohemia was also cited as the birthplace of paperweights, the 
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Art-Union Monthly Journal of the Arts in England said in 1848, «The intro
duction of these ingenious and pretty ornaments from Bohemia has induced 
some of our glass manufacturers to turn their attention to the production of 
similar objects ». It then goes on to praise the Birmingham paperweights of 
Bacchus and of Islington, which were exhibited in 1848 and 1849. Curiously, 
only three are today recorded from Islington, and not more than three hundred 
from Bacchus. 

We begin to see now how confused and unreliable information is about 
the origin and date of the first paperweights. The first dated weights from 
Baccarat, France read B. 1846. The first date from Bohemia is 1848, though 
one. B?hemian vase bears. a label on its base stating that it was purchased in 
PilflS m 1847 by a prorrunent Bostonian. The truth is we simply do not yet 
know when or where or by which factory the first paperweight was made. 

. The litera~e on paperweights contemporaneous to the European classic 
penod 1845-55 IS absolutely crawling with wild surmises and misinformation. 
Here are just two of many examples. 

.While i.t is well kno:wn that the great glassmaker Georges Bontemps of the 
ChOlsy-Ie-Rol factory revIved and perfected the making of filigree as early as 
183~, publishing a ~reatise o~ it in 1845, James Barrelet also, quite rightly, also 
credIts Bontemps WIth a rediscovery of the secrets of millcfiori in 1844. Bar
relet (4) quotes Bontemps as saying in 1851 that, quote, «a single article, 
millefiori paperweights, have been sold by hundreds of thousands ». Bar
relet does not say that the paperweights were from Bontemps' Choisy-Ie-Roi 
factory. But if one seeks the source of this fantastic numerical notion - all 
the factories in the world never made hundreds of thousands of weights in that 
period - the source may have been the Art-Journal for 1849, Vo!. 2, p. 257, 
where we read, «In France at the manufactory of Choisy-le-Roi, under the able 
superintendence of M. Bontemps, have been produced some clever imitations 
of millefiori fused in crystal glass; in one article alone, viz. paper-weights, they 
have distributed over Europe hundreds of thousands of these elegant table 
ornaments ». This statement is repeated in the Barrelet form in the Art Journal 
of 1866 in an article signed W.e. for William Chaffers, and perhaps that is 
where Barrelet got it. But the fact is the Choisy-Ie-Roi factory succumbed during 
the Revolution of 1848 and by 1849 Bontemps was in Birmingham working 
for Robert Lucas Chance. Choisy simply could not have produced many paper
weights, if indeed it produced any. 

In the other example, under the heading Venetian Glass Paperweights the 
Art-Journal of 1849 says, «The curious and interesting specimens of the Art 

(4) James BAltRELET, La Verrerie en P"ance, p. 135. 
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f enclosing ornamental coloured glass within a shell of colourless transparent 
0
1 

which have lately been made familiar to us in the forms of paper-weights, 
~;~:knobs, tazzi, etc. is a revival of an art practiced by the Venetians five or 
six centuries since ... These articles are sold as of foreign manufacture, but 
we are assured, upon the best authority, that very large quantities of them are 

de in England - indeed in the metropolis - are sent to France and Germany, 
mad bought in these countries to supply our own markets. This is not the only 
~n tance within our knowledge in which our own manufactures find their way 
ms b ' . h d ' to the public, at a greatly a~v~ce.d price, y re-Jmp~r~atlOn as t .e ~ro uctlOns 
of foreign industry. Surely It IS time that all such ndlculous prejudICes should 
cease.» In terms of paperweights - utter nonsense. 

Now for some good news. What we really do know about ~ap~rweights. 
We know the general histories of many, though not all of the. factones m Euro:pe 
that made paperweights, partirularly in France at Baccarat, Cllch,Y, and St. LouIs; 
in England at Whitefriars, Bacchus, and Islington. In Amenc~ afte~ 1851 ~t 
Sandwich the New England Glass Co. ; at Gillinder and Sons 111 PhIladelphia 
between 1861 and 1871, and at the Mt. Washington Glass Co. in New Bedford, 
Massachusetts in the 1870's. We even know the names of one or two paper
weight makers at Baccarat, and of several at Sandwich and at the .New England 
Glass Co., where company memos and invoices ha:e be~n publrshed by Lura 
Watkins in Cambridge Glass, and by Kenneth M. WIlson 111 New.England Glass 
and Glassmaking. I interviewed three descendants of paperweight ma~e.rs at 
those two factories who owned heirloom weights, and I tracked down GIllmder 
weights through family ownership when. everyone tho.ught they were Gilliland 
weights made in Brooklyn. The Amencan pape~elg~t makers were most.ly 
skilled gaffers from Europe who had served apprenticeship at Baccarat, St. Lows, 
Murano and elsewhere. We have record of such as Nicholas Lutz, born and 
apprenticed in St. Louis, who work~d in America first a~ Dorflinger in Pen~
sylvania, then successively at SandWICh and. at Mt. ~ ashmgton, and ended hiS 
working days at the Union Glass Works 111 SomervIlle, Mass. We have the 
names of weight makers at Dorflinger and at Somerville an~, after the turn of 
the cenhlry, at Whitall Tatum in Millville, New Jersey, at Vmeland, New Jersey 
and at Corning New York. 

Exhibition records are often scanty because so much glass was show~ .and 
not all of it was listed. But it is certain that Baccarat showed at the expOSitIons 
of 1848 and 1855 in Paris, That English weights were shown in Lon~on and 
Birmingham in 1849 and '49, and that Clichy, the only one of the ~Ig three 
French factories to send the Great Exhibition in London's beautiful and rruraculous 
Crystal Palace, did have at least three known entires. One from the Ho.ugh~o~ 
Collection at Corning is a Clichy magnum-sized weight with a spaced rrulleflOrl 
design. And on the flat bottom is engraved a crown above the mono$ram V: A~ 
for Victoria and Albert, plus the Late « Londres 1851 ». Another Clrchy .w~~gh 
with a sulphide of Victoria was exhibited with a sticker read~ng, ~(E~I~ltJon, 
Hyde Park, London 1851 ». And a third was a scent bottle With mIl1eflOrl base 
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and stopper illustrated on p. 313 of the Illustrated Exhibitor for 1851. Recently 
I saw a Whitefriars millefiori bottle engraved on the side « Crystal Palace 1851 ». 
And of course many sulphides from Allen & Moore in England and A.B. in 
Paris, also stamped Martoret, showned views of the Crystal Palace that were 
imbedded in paperweights to commemorate the event. At the New York Crystal 
Palace of 1853 none other than Horace Greeley remarked that the paperweights 
of Clichy are, quote, « here in inumerable variety» (Art and Industry at The 
Crystal Palace, pp. 127, 128) . 

In that same year, 1853, a Baccarat paperweight bearing that date was placed 
in the cornerstone of a church in Baccarat, Alsace. Except for a few specimens 
from Baccarat dated 1858 to commemorate the visit of General Canrobert, the 
making and dating of paperweights of the classic period is about over. St. Louis 
dates in paperweights are 1845 and 1848; Baccarat dated its weights 1846 
through 1849, one dated 1853; several 1858. Clichy did not date them but 
signed many with a « C» cane, and a very few with Clichy spelled out. The 
only English date from Whitefriars is 1848. American dating begins with 1852, 
and the classic period of American paperweight making runs on through the 
1870's. It is work in the French tradition, especially in the floral paperweights, 
while the millefiori canes derive from Bohemian models. In weights from the 
Boston & Sandwich and the New England Glass Companies dated 1852 the last 
two digits are sometimes reversed. This has given rise to speculation that the 
number rods may have been inadvertently switched or placed upside down, the 
5 closely resembling an upside down 2 ; or that the 1825 stands for the founding 
date of the Sandwich factory. 

One often used to read that paperweights were simply offhand work, some
thing done in the glassmaker's spare time. While it is certainly true that a 
small number of weights bearing people's names and dates were made privately 
as gifts or presentations for such occasions as marriages, or simply to show what 
the glassmaker could do, nearly all weights in most factories were made commer
cially as part of the factory's regular production. We have detailed proof of 
this in connection with Baccarat and St. Louis, who shared the same Paris 
distributor, Launay, Hautin & Cie. Launay's correspondence with the director 
of St. Louis during the years 1847 through 1849, as published by Imbert and 
Amic (Les Presse-Papiers Fl'anfais de Cristal, Paris 1948), is full of detailed 
criticisms and recommendations. In a communication of 1847 Launay writes 
St Louis that Quote « Paperweights seem to sell well but they must be well 
made ». In 1848 he agains writes to St. Louis, Quote, « Amongst those we 
have received from you we have chosen one which is a fine composition and 
which will sell well. This type is generally well made; but it is still necessary 
to look for a way to improve it so as to create as much lightness as possible in 
the composition of the bouquet ». There are very few bouquets from St. Louis, 
flat bouquets, that is . Launay continues, « If we are returning it to you 
it is so that you may notice how the white enamel flower detaches itself 
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h ther colors . Return it to us as soon as you can and those which we 
from t e Of m you will generally have the white flower» (5). 
will want ro 

h t l'ed to stress the enterprise shown by the Clichy factory. Here is 
I ave r . ' Th 11 ' f . h L letter from 1849 to St. LOUIS. He wntes, « e se mg 0 welg ts 

another aunay part to Clichy which cannot fill all the orders received. This 
's now gone m . f b h h 
1 . h . a great importance to thIS actory y t e contacts t at were 

rtlcle as gIven . h h b' f I' h a . h d th gh it with buyers who were not 111 tea It 0 app ymg t ere . 
estabhfs e roure now permanently burning ' and a third one shall probably 
Two urnaces a ' 
be lit soon» (~). 

Still more proof that paperweight making was a business ?ot a pass.time 
. 'd t from an extended Baccarat pricelist dated 1849, relatmg to weIghts 
IS eVl en Th ' . l' tIed by exhibited that year at the Paris Exposition. IS pnce IS was re eas . 
Guillaume Chaumeil of Baccarat in 1968 and shows that ~ll Bacc~at weIghts 
were very reasonably priced at only a few francs. The hIghest pnc.e wa~ ten 
francs for the snake weight. Baccarat color sketches of 1849 show vano~ smgle 
flowers well known to paperweight collectors. Each group. of sketches. gIves the 

t dimensions of the flowers themselves and of the weIghts enclosm~ them. 
~:rc example, « fleurs simples de quarante millimetre~ pour presse-paplers de 
soixante-cinq millimetres ». The largest size was 90 mlllImeters . 

No question then about paperweights as part of glass comme~ce. They were. 
a precise and practical production item of the big crystal . factones. They were 
sold by the distributors, sold in stationery sho~s along WIth all the other para
phernalia of writing such as Millefiori tazzas, mkwells, shot cups to hold pens, 
mantel ornaments and vases. Millefiori and lampworked floral scent. ~nd cologne 
bottles were sold in toiletry shops. They were seen at the big exhibltlO?-S. They 
were bought for a few francs by tourists and taken home as souvelllrs of the . 
trip. A superb Clichy overlay w~ found ~ecently in the home ~f a London 
streetsweeper. Paperweights were m the mamstream of the decorative arts. 

Now, back again one more time t~ what w.e d~ not know. There :"ould 
seem to have been a revival of paperweIght makmg m France rat~er late m the 
1870's. And the attribution given freely but vaguely to these weIghts has been 
Fourth Factory. Albert Christian Revi has been bolder and attnbuted most 
unknown weights to the Pantin factory in the Paris suburb of that name, t~e 
facto ry called Monot Pere et Fits et stumpf. In the reports of the US. C?m.mls
sioners to the Paris Exposition of 1878 (pp. 252, 253) Ch.ar.les Col ne lIsted 
Pantin as showing Quote « Paper weights of solid glass, contallllllg glass snakes, 
lizards, squirrels, and flowers .. . paperweights in ml11eflOrt . of roses, leaves, 
fruit, embedded in lumps of · clear glass ... a coiled snake, WIth head erect, of 

( 5) IMBERT and AMlC, p. 35. 
(6) Ibid., pp. 49, 50. 
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two colored glasses cut in spots to show both colors, mounted on a piece of 
mirror ». Etc. Well, it's all very fascinating. But what about the squirrel 
mentioned by Colne? The only squirrel we know of is an early, undated 
St. Louis flat, lampworked piece with a low crown and a torsade that cannot 
be seen from the top. The glass, unlike some Fourth Factory glass, is heavily 
leaded. The profile is low instead of high. Perhaps some of these weights 
were made by Clichy of its lighter, «boracic» glass. We simply do not know. 

In trying to unwravel these mysteries I myself have perhaps contributed 
further to complicate one of them, the now well known Mt. Washington plaque 
weights from New Bedford, Mass. There are only four known examples. 
I formerly owned one, to which I gave a great deal of minute and repetitive 
study. The flowers in them certainly bear similarities to some of the Mt. 
Washington flowers, and so in a desperate attempt to compartmentalize every
thing, I attributed them to Mt. Washington. But I now feel, after six or seven 
years of comparison and reflection, that the leaves are not like any Mt. Washington 
leaves, their color and the color of the stems is not the same the stems are tied 
with ribbons in a Clichy manner yet stiffer, the glass is gra~ and nothing like 
Mt. Washington glass, and probably not as heavy. In fact, I must confess that 
the plaque flowers resemble nothing so much as a tiny floral paperweight seal 
in the New-York Historical Society, illustrated in my catalogue of their collec
tions, that bears on its seal base in the CyriIIic alphabet the words, «Kramer, 
Smolensk» about the gothic initials CN. or CW. 
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ZUR WIRTSCHAFTSGESCHICHTE 
DES SACHSISCHEN GLASES VON DER GLASHOTTE 

ZUR GLASF ABRIK IN SACHSEN 

von 

RudoJf FORBERGER 

I 

Wie das Programm unserer Konferenz ~nd . n00 me~r .die bisher zu~ 
Geschichte des Glases erschienene Literatur zelgt, 1st dlese bls 10 unsere Tage 
immer wieder der Forschungsgegenstand verschiedener hi.stori~cher Diszipli~~n 
gewesen, wobei die Mehrzahl der Publikation~n kunst~esc~lchtl~chen ~nd archao
logischen Charakter gehabt ha ben diirfte. . HlOw~gen. 1st el.ne die GeslChtstpunkte 
und Ergebnisse aller geschichtlichen Spezlalzwelge IOtegnerende deut~c~e Glas
geschichte noch nicht geschrieben. Um ei~e .solche Aufga~e bewaltIgen zu 
konnen bedarf es noch eingehenderer Terntonalforschung ( ), bedarf es vor 
allem ;ber eines grosseren Engagements der Wirtschaftsgesc~ich.te bei der Erfor
schung der Genesis des Glases. Diese. bei.den .. Postul~te, ubngens 19?3 auch 
bereits von Rademacher in seiner PublIkatlOn uber die deutschen Glaser des 
Mittelalters erhoben und 1963 erneuert (2), resultieren aus der besonderen Posi
tion, die der Wirtschaftsgeschichte im System der Gesellschaft~wissen~chaft~.n 
zukommt (.3). Die Wirtschaftsgeschichte ist eine Grundlagen':lISsenschaf: ~ur 
alle einzelnen Gesellschaftswissenschaften. Die WirtschaftsgeschlChte hat die lm 

(1) So ist beispielswe!se der a~ge~blickliche F~~schungstand .. u~er die G.~schichte d~r 
unmittelbaren Produzenten In den sachSlschen Glashutten noch vollIg ungenugend. y g . 
dazu R. FORBERGER, Zur IVirtschaftsgeschichte des sachsischen Glas~s. . In : .?taa.tltche 
Kunstsammlungen Dresden. Museum fUr Kunsthandwerk Schloss PIIl.mtz. Sachslsches 
Glas vom 17 . bis zum Anfang des 19. ]ahrhunderts. Katalog von .GIsela Haase, S ... 9. 

('2) F. RADEMACHER, Die deutschen Glaser des Mittelalters, Berlin 1933, 2. unveran-
derte Auflage, Berlin 1963 . . . . . . 

(3)K. MARX, F. ENGELS, Zm' Krlllk del" Polrllschen Okonomle. In.: Ma:x/Engels , 
Werke, Bd. 13, S. 470; ] . KUCZYNSKI, Die Po.sit!.on. der Wi~t.s.chaftsgeschlckte 11~. Syst~;: 
der Wissenschaften - Ein Versuch. Zum zwanzlgJahngen ]ubtlauI? dem Institut fur WI -
schaftsgeschichte gewidmet. In : ]ahrbuch fur WirtschaftsgeschlChte, 1976/II, S. 11-31, 
bes. S. 30. 
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